
WE BELIEVE IN VOICING OUR OPINION
THROUGH FASHION



HEY YOU,
We are looking for dedicated and fashion-forward ambassadors to help us 
spread the gospel of DESIRES. 

DESIRES is a fashion brand for the young woman in motion.

We value female empowerment and the power of diversity. Through fashion, 
we believe we can inspire different personalities and give everyone the 
individual power to conquer the World.

We support diversity, equality, individualism, activism, art, passion, popculture 
and everything in between that captivates the young, modern woman.



If you are between 18 and 29 years old, know your 
way around social media, love taking photos, have 
a substantial number of followers - and if you love 

fashion and personal style - you might be just who we 
are looking for!

We love strong, quirky personalities and want our 
ambassadors to inspire female empowerment 

and individuality among their peers when wearing 
DESIRES clothes. 

 
We offer 2 levels of commitment depending on 

different criteria.

ARE YOU THE 
 ONE?



W H A T  D O  Y O U  D E S I R E ?

L E V E L  1
 

Your insta account:
Has Amount of followers:  

500 - 2000 
 

 Engagement rate > 7%   
(number of likes/number of  

followers at the time of the post)

What we expect from you: 
1 post’s + 1 story. 

What we will give you in return: 
50% dicsount on 3 styles from 

the newest collection.  
 

Chance to get featured on our  
instagram to establish more 

followers.  
 
 

L E V E L  3
 

Your insta account:
Has Amount of followers:  

5000 + 
 

Engagement rate > 4%   
(number of likes/number of  

followers at the time of the post)
 
 

What we expect from you:
Agreements are negotiated 

individually.

What we will give you in return: 
Agreements are negotiated 

individually.

Chance to get featured on our  
instagram to establish more 

followers.
 
 

L E V E L  2
 

Your insta account:
Has Amount of followers:  

2000 - 5000 
 

 Engagement rate > 7%   
(number of likes/number of  

followers at the time of the post)

What we expect from you:
1 post’s + 1 story. 

What we will give you in return: 
A selection of free styles.

 
 

Chance to get featured on our  
instagram to establish more 

followers.  
 
 



The products received or bought with your discount codes through this 
collaboration must be featured and tagged using the applicable DESIRES 
social media handle and our brand hashtag #DesireDareDoRepeat.
 
It is important that you remember to make your followers aware that your 
posts are a collaboration - this can e.g. be done by adding #commercial or 
#Advertisement to the post.

You also have to be aware that you need to give us the statistics (insight 
demographics of your followers) from your target group on instagram. This 
in order to make sure that our targetgroup is following your account. 

#DESIREDAREDOREPEAT.

1. to wish or long for; crave; want.
2. to express a wish to obtain; ask for; request.

de·sire
/dih-zahyuhr/
verb

“we desire female power and diversity in fashion”

to have the necessary courage or boldness for 
something; be bold enough

dare
/dair/
verb

“we dare to redefine fashion and be
 unpredictable”

to act or conduct oneself; be in action; behave.

do
/doo/
verb

“we do our best to inspire the young, modern 
woman in motion”

to do or say something again.

repeat
/ri-peet/
verb

“we repeat Desire. Dare. Do”



Would you like to be a DESIRES ambassador?  

Send your application to catrine@redefinedfashion.dk including 
the following information: 

- Name of your SoMe account(s)
- Full name and email
- Screenshot of your insight demographics of your followers 
  (country, gender, age)

GET STARTED!M
ain Fall 2020



 

  
 -  DESIRES undertakes to comply with the     
 legislation in force for marketing, consumer    
 protection and data protection.
 
-  Individual agreements will be made with each  
  ambassador
 
-  When agreement is approved, DESIRES has the  
  rights to use the material for marketing purposes.
 
-  If we detect any sign of breach, ambassadors will  
  be removed from the programme immediately.

GOOD TO KNOW
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